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By George G. Edwards and Howard F. Savage 
SUMMARY 
An exploratory investigation has been made of the effectiveness of 
outboard horizontal tails i n reducing the static l ongitudinal stabili ty 
changes with lift coefficient associated wi th many sweptback wings . The 
horizontal- tail surfaces were mounted on booms extending rearward f r om 
approximately the mid- semi span of the wi ng. The objective was to place 
the hori zontal tail in a region where favorable downwash changes occur 
concomitant wi th the adverse lift changes on the sweptback wi ng which 
cause l osses in static l ongi tudinal stability. 
Tests were conducted on a semispan model wing and fuselage which, 
in a previous investigation, had been tested in combination with a con-
ventional sweptback hori zontal tail . In the present tests , outboard 
horizontal tails of several sizes were supported on booms from the wing 
in several longitudinal, vertical, and lateral positions . The wing had 
450 sweepback and an aspect ratio of 6 . Lift , drag, and pitching-moment 
data were measured through a Mach number range from 0 . 25 to 0 . 92 at a 
Reynolds number of 2,000 ,000 and at a Mach number of 0 . 25 at a Reynolds 
number of 8 ,000,000. 
The results of the investigation indicate that outboard hori zontal 
tails , properly positioned, can be a very effective means of counteracting 
the trend toward longitudinal instability which is characteristic of many 
sweptback wings at moderate to high lift coefficients . For one configu-
ration tested, undesirable variations in l ongitudinal stability with lift 
coefficient were essentially eliminated . The results show that the effec-
tiveness of this tail arrangement is, as expected , due to large and favor -
able downwash changes which i ncrease the tail contribution to static l on-
gitudinal stability at the higher lift coefficients. 
The test results indicate that properly posit i oned wing fences can 
be used to broaden the range of tail positi ons which produce acceptable 
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static longitudinal stability characteristics. The outboard tails were 
effective in reducing adverse changes in longitudinal stability of the 
configuration with an extended split flap. 
INTRODUCTION 
The achievement of satisfactory static longitudinal stability char-
acteristics continues to be a major problem in the design of airplanes 
with sweptback wings, particularly when the wing has a moderate to high 
aspect ratio and sweepback of 450 or higher. Many of these wings develop 
static longitudinal instability at lift coefficients less than the maximum 
even with fixes such as fences, vortex generators, or leading-edge dis-
continuities (see , e . g., refs. 1 and 2). For these cases, good static 
longitudinal stability characteristics with tail on require a compensating 
increase in the stability contribution of the horizontal tail to offset 
the loss of longitudinal stability of the wing with increasing lift coef-
ficient. The conventional fuselage -mounted tail is in a poor position to 
accomplish this since the required downwash changes do not occur behind 
the root sections of the sweptback wing (these sections are the last to 
suffer a reduction in lift- curve slope because of effective boundary-layer 
control resulti ng from spanwise drainage of boundary- layer air). On the 
other hand, favorable downwash changes may be expected behind the outer 
sections of the sweptback wing as a result of the decreases in lift-curve 
slope of these sections, which are, in fact, the usual cause of the deteri -
orating longitudinal stability of the wing (e . g . , see ref. 3). A hori-
zontal tail located well outboard of the fuselage should function to off-
set decreasing longitudinal stability of the wing through a decrease in 
the rate of change of downwash with angle of attack . 
The airplane configuration resulting from the above considerations 
has the horizontal-tail surfaces mounted on booms extending rearward from 
approximately the mid- semispan of the Wing. To the designer, this arrange-
ment poses rigorous structural problems and perhaps a penalty in wing 
wei ght to insure adequate rigidity. However, the outboard tail arrange-
ment offers a number of interesting design possibilities which seemed to 
make it worthy of consideration. For example, if vertical- as well as 
horizontal- tail surfaces were mounted on tail booms, the requirements for 
fuselage length and usage would be liberalized. This might also improve 
the directional characteristics at high angles of attack in cases where 
the effectiveness of the fuselage-mounted vertical surface is adversely 
affected by shed vorticity from the fuselage. The tail booms could pro-
vide valuable storage volume, at least in the forward portion, for such 
items as landing gear, fuel, or armament, and the accompanying increase 
in moment of inertia about the longitudinal axis would in some cases help 
to alleviate the critical yaw- roll coupling that might be encountered at 
high rates of roll due to low moments of inertia about the longitudinal 
axis. For some applications the booms might be arranged to improve the 
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longitudinal distribution of cross - secti onal area and the moment of area 
for decreased drag at sonic and supersonic speeds. Consideration might 
also be given to the possibili ty of di fferentially controlling the 
horizontal-tail surfaces to provide l ateral control even when the outer 
wing sections are stalled (ailevators). For some applications, the 
horizontal- tail surfaces may be needed only for improving longitudinal 
stability during take- off and landingj perhaps they could be rotated into 
the vertical plane to improve directional stability at hi gh speeds. These 
examples illustrate that moving the tail surfaces from the fuselage to an 
outboard position extends the range of design possibi lities . 
An exploratory investigation has been conducted in the Ames 12-foot 
pressure wind tunnel to study some of the aerodynamic possibilities of 
outboard horizontal- tail surfaces , particularly i n regard to their effec-
tiveness in preventing static longitudi nal i nstability of a sweptback wing-
fuselage - tail configuration. Existing model parts, including a semispan 
model wing having 450 sweepback and an aspect ratio of 6, were utilized 
to form an airplane-like configuration. The wing had been tested previ -
ously with a fuselage and a conventional sweptback horizontal tail in the 
investi gation of reference 1 . The test conditions duplicated those of the 
reference to permit direct comparisons of data, covering a Mach number 
range up to 0.92 at a Reynolds number of 2,000,000 and including tests at 
a Reynolds number of 8,000 ,000 at a Mach number of 0.25. The horizontal-
tail surfaces were supported on booms extending rearward from the Wing, 
providing for variation of tail height , distance behind the wing, span-
wise position, and tail inc i dence . Tail surfaces of three different sizes 
were tested . The tests also i ncluded a limited investigation of the 
effects of wing fences and of an extended split flap deflected 30.7° . 
A 
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aw+f+t 
b 
2 
b 2 
aspect ratio, --
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NOTATION 
mean- line designation, fraction of chord over which design load 
is uni form 
lift-curve slope of the isolated horizontal tail , per deg 
lift-curve slope of the wing- fuselage - tail combination, per deg 
wing semispan perpendicular to the plane of symmetry 
drag coeffiCient, ~;g 
lift lift coeffiCient, -qs-
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pitching-moment coefficient about the quarter point of the wing 
mean aerodynamic chord, pitching moment 
qsC 
Cma rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of 
attack 
c local wing chord parallel to the plane of symmetry 
c' local wing chord perpendicular to the wing sweep axis 
I b/2 o c 2 dy 
mean aerodynamic chord, 
c li section design lift coefficient 
it incidence of the horizontal tail with respect to the root chord 
of the wing 
lt tail length, longitudinal distance between the quarter points 
M 
q 
R 
S 
y 
z 
E 
of the mean aerodynamic chords of the wi ng and the horizontal 
tail 
free - stream Mach number 
free - stream dynamic pressure 
Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing 
area of semispan wing 
area of semi span horizontal tail 
maximum thickness of section 
Stlt 
horizontal-tail volume coefficient, Swcw 
lateral distance from the plane of symmetry 
perpendicular distance from the plane of the Wing-root chord and 
leading edge to the horizontal-tail hinge axis 
angle of attack of the wing- root chord 
effective average downwash angle 
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cp 
f 
t 
w 
angle of local wing chord relative to the wing- root chord, 
positive for washin , measured in planes parallel to the 
plane of symmetry 
tail efficiency factor (ratio of the lift- curve s l ope of the 
horizontal tail when mounted on the fuselage in the flow 
field of the wing to the lift-curve slope of the isolated 
horizontal tail) 
Subscripts 
fuselage 
horizontal tail 
wing 
MODEL 
5 
The model tested was constructed largely from existing parts and in no 
way represents an attempt to simulate an optimum design . The semispan 
wing and fuselage were those used in the investigation of reference 1 in 
whi ch a conventional sweptback horizontal tail was mounted on the fuselage. 
Details of the geometry of the model are given in figure 1 and in 
table I. Photographs of the model mounted in the wind tunnel are shown 
in figure 2 . The wing had 450 of sweepback, an aspect ratio of 6, a taper 
ratio of 0.40, and NACA four -digit sections with camber and twist. The 
boundary-layer fences used with some of the outboard tail configurations 
extended from the trailing edge over the upper surface and around the 
leading edge of the wing to 0 . 10 chord on the lower surface (see 
fig~ l (b)) . However, where data from reference 1 are used herein for com-
parative purposes, it should be noted that the fences lacked the section 
of fence extending around the leading edge from 0 . 10 chord on the upper 
surface to 0.10 chord on the lower surface , as indicated in figure l(b) . 
The booms for mounting the horizontal tail were constructed of solid 
steel and had an elliptical cross section with a major axis of 4 inches 
and a minor axis of 1 inch . The booms were attached to the upper surface 
of the wing at either 0.4 b/2 or 0.5 b/2 . Fairings were used at the junc-
ture of the boom and wing surface (see figs. l(b) and 2) . Three booms 
were used to provide variations in tail length, tail height, and spanwise 
location (see fig . 1). 
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Horizontal-tail surfaces of three sizes were used. They are 
referred to throughout the report as "large," "medium," or "small," since 
the principal difference between them was size. The geometric properties 
of the three horizontal tails are given in table I and figure 1. The area 
of the large outboard tail was 83 percent of the conventional sweptback 
tail used in the investigation of reference 1. 
The extended split flaps consisted of 1/8-inch-thick aluminum plates 
attached to the trailing edge of the wing. The flaps were supported by 
fixed brackets from the lower surface of the wing, had a chord e~ual to 
20 percent of the wing chord measured parallel to the plane of symmetry, 
and were deflected 30.70 measured relative to the local chord in planes 
parallel to the plane of symmetry. The flaps extended spanwise from the 
fuselage to either 0.50 b/2 or 0.75 b/2. The gaps between the flap and 
the wing" trailing edge and the fuselage were sealed. 
CORRECTIONS TO DATA 
The data have been corrected for constriction effects due to the 
pre sence of the tunnel walls (ref. 4), for tunnel-wall interference origi -
nating from lift on the model, and for drag tares caused by aerodynamic 
forces on the exposed portion of the turntable upon which the model was 
mounted. 
Corrections for effects of tunnel-wall interference originating from 
the lift on the model were calculated by the method of reference 5. The 
corrections to the angle of attack and to the drag coefficient showed 
insignificant variation with Mach number. The corrections added to the 
data were as follows: 
f::,.a, = 0.435 CL 
f::,.CD = 0.0068 CL
2 
The corrections to the pitching-moment coefficient had significant 
variations with Mach number. The following corrections were added to the 
pitching-moment coefficients: 
f::,.C 
illtail on 
dCm K C - (K C - f::,.a,) 
1 Ltail off 2 Ltail off dit 
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The values of Kl and K2 for each Mach number were calculated by 
the method of reference 5· and are given in the following table: 
M Kl K2 
--
0 . 25 0 . 0024 0.64 
.60 .0029 .67 
.80 . 0043 . 71 
.86 . 0048 
·73 
. 90 . 0052 . 76 
.92 . 0055 . 77 
Since the turntable upon which the model was mounted was directly 
connected to the balance system, a tare correction to the drag was neces-
sary. This correction was determined by measuring the drag force on the 
turntable with the model removed from the wind tunnel. 
TESTS 
Test conditions were chosen to match those of previous tests of this 
model with a conventional sweptback tail (see ref . 1) . Lift, drag, and 
pitching moment were measured for a large range of angles of attack at 
Mach numbers up to 0 . 92 at a Reynolds number of 2, 000,000 and at a Mach 
number of 0.25 at a Reynolds number of 8,000,000. The first part of the 
investigation was conducted with the large outboard tail mounted in vari -
ous longitudinal, lateral, and vertical positions . Tests were then con-
ducted with the most satisfactory configurations to establish the effects 
of wing fences. The angle of incidence of the large horizontal tail was 
varied from _40 to _100 for one of the best configurations to provide the 
data required for computation of average downwash . To establish the 
effects of tail size on the pitching-moment characteristics, the model was 
also tested with horizontal tails having approximately three-fourths and 
one-half the area of the large tail . 
The effects of extended split flaps on the longitudinal character-
istics of various wing- fuselage - tail combinations were investigated at 
a Mach number of 0 . 25 and a Reynolds number of 8 , 000,000. The configu-
rations tested included variations in flap span and in tail Size, posi -
tion, and incidence . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Since the objective of .the present investigation was to demonstrate 
certain principles and characteristics of outboard horizontal tails, it 
was not considered necessary to cover the entire range of possible tail 
pO'si tions nor to attain an optimum configuration. In fact, as has already 
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been pointed out , the model in no way represents an attempt to simulate 
an optimum desi gn . I n the presentati on of the results, principal atten-
tion has been focused on the p i tchi ng- moment characteristics, since the 
lift characteri stics are little affected by tail posit i on and the drag of 
the outboard tail configuration must necessarily be evaluated in relation 
to the useful volume of both f use lage and tail booms . 
Effects of Changes in Horizontal-Tail Position 
The pitchi ng-moment characteristics of the model with the large out -
board tail in the low position behind the mid- semispan of the wi ng are 
presented in f igure 3 for a range of Mach numbers . For comparison, simi-
lar data obtained in the investigati on of reference 1 are presented for 
the model with a conventional fuse lage -mounted tail , without wing fences 
and with the best four-fence configuration. These data indicate that the 
outboard tail i s effective in preventing or delaying to higher lift coef-
ficients the unstable trend of p i tchi ng-moment coefficients . In the fol-
lowi ng tabulation based on the data of f i gure 3, the approximate lift 
coefficient at which t he unstable trend of pitching-moment coefficient 
with lift coeffi c i ent ccurred is tabulated for each of the three configu-
rations shown . 
Conventional Conventional Outboard 
M R tail tail tai l 
no wing fences four wing fences no wing fences 
0 025 8 ,000,000 0.80 1.16 1.14 
. 80 2,000 ,000 .50 . 84 1.00 
. 90 2,000,000 .40 . 70 at least 0093 
As will be pointed out later, the decrease of longitudinal stability occur-
i ng for the outboard tail configuration at the lift coefficients listed 
above was probably caused by incipient stalling of the tail rather than by 
adverse downwash effects at the tail. The change in longitudinal stability 
at extreme negative lift coefficients is believed to be the result of 
stalling of the wing tip rather than stalling of the tail. 
The investigation included tests of the model with the large outboard 
tail mounted in several other positions, all without the use of wing 
fences. The pitching-moment results are presented in figure 4. The 
effects of changing the height of the outboard tail as indicated in fig-
ure 4(a) are small but perceptible, the pri ncipal effect being to alter 
dCm/dC L at approximately the lift coefficient for which the wing itself 
begins to lose longitudinal stability. In this respect the pitching-moment 
j 
2Q 
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characteristics of the model with the outboard tail in the low position 
(2z/b = 0) appear to be slightly superior to those with the tail in the 
high position (2z/b = 0.15) . 
A change in the longitudinal position of the outboard tail 
(2t /cw = 2.61 to 2t/cw = 2.02) produced the expected changes in static 
margin and some change in trim as may be seen in figure 4(b). There is 
some indication that moving the tail closer to the wing caused a slight 
reduction in the effectiveness of the outboard tail in preventing the 
unstable trend of pitching-moment coefficients. 
The effects of moving the outboard tail from lateral position 
9 
0 . 5 b/2 to 0.4 b/2 are adverse as may be seen in figure 4(c). This result 
is in agreement with expectations based on the known tendency of the outer 
portions of the wing to stall first . The trend toward instability of the 
configuration with the outboard tail at 0.4 b/2 extends only over a small 
range of lift coefficients for which the flow separation on the wing is 
apparently concentrated too far out on the wing to materially change the 
downwash at the tail . 
Effects of Wing Fences 
The wing fence has often been used on sweptback wings as a means of 
delaying the trend toward longitudinal instability with increasing lift 
coefficient . In the investigation of reference 1, the present wing was 
tested with four fences with results as shown in figure 5. Considerable 
improvement is evident in the pitching-moment characteristics of the wing-
fuselage combination due to the addition of fences. The effectiveness of 
the tail boom as a fence is demonstrated in figure 5 where the pitching-
moment characteristics of the wing without fences but with the tail boom 
mounted at lateral position 0.5 b/2 are shown. The figure indicates that 
the effectiveness of the tail boom in reducing the unstable trend of 
pitching-moment coefficients was about half that of four fences. 
In reference to the data of figure 4, it has been noted that with the 
outboard horizontal tail in some positions, objectionable changes in 
dCm/dCL occurred over a small range of lift coefficients near that at 
which the wing itself began to lose static longitudinal stability. The 
outboard tail, in contrast to a conventional fuselage-mounted tail, is in 
a portion of the flow field which may be changed materially by the action 
of a wing fence or other device which changes the wing load distribution. 
Therefore, a brief investigation of the effects of fences on the pitching-
moment characteristics of the model with outboard tail was made. 
With the large outboard tail mounted in the most favorable position 
according to figure 4 (in the low, most rearward position at lateral posi-
tion 0.5 b/2), runs were made with a fence located successively at 0.65, 
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0.75, and 0.85 b/2. The objective was to obtain some small improvements 
in longitudinal stability characteristics in the range of lift coeffi-
cients from about 0.60 to 0.70. The results shown in figure 6 indicate 
that of the three fence positions tried, the one at 0.75 b/2 is most 
favorable. 
With the outboard tail in the hi gh position (2z/b = 0.15), the 
undesirable variations in longitudinal stability with lift coefficient 
were more pronounced than with the outboard tail in the low position, as 
is evident from figure 4(a). Figure 7 shows that a single wing fence at 
0.75 b/2 produced pitching-moment characteristics with the high outboard 
tail which were almost as good as those with the low outboard tail. 
Wing fences also produced large improvements in the pitching-moment 
characteristics of the model with the outboard tail at the more inboard 
lateral position (0. 4 b/2). This can be seen in figure 8 where the 
pitching-moment characteristic s with the tail in this position and with 
either one or two wing fences are compared with those obtained with fences 
removed. Also shown are the results for the most favorable outboard tail 
position. With the outboard tail located at lateral position 0.40 b/2, 
a single fence located at 0.65 b/2 seems to be sufficient to eliminate 
the loss of static longitudinal stability which occurred at lift coeffi-
cients of the order of 0.6 wi thout wing fences. It would appear that the 
action of the fence in this case i s to delay the reduction of lift-curve 
slope on the secti ons near the wing t i p to higher lift coefficients and 
thereby insure that when the wing sections do begin to lose lift-curve 
slope, sections sufficiently far inboard will be affected and cause favor -
able changes in downwash at the tail. 
In summary, the results of the tests with outboard tails and wing 
fences indicate that minor variati ons in the rate of change of pitching-
moment coefficient with lift coefficient, which occurred for some posi-
tions of the tail, could be eliminated by the addition of a single fence 
to the wing. The range of acceptable outboard tail positions can thus 
be increased by the judicious use of wing fences. 
Average Downwash at the Tail 
The concept of placing the tail outboard is based on the likelihood 
that large and favorable changes of downwash occur behind the outer sec-
tions of a sweptback wing concomitant with decreasing static longitudinal 
stability of the wing itself. A decrease in the rate of change of down-
wash with angle of attack, d€/d~, would increase the tail contribution 
to static l ongitudinal stability, as may be observed in the following 
expression for the tail contribution to the rate of change of pitching-
moment coefficient with lift coefficient: 
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(1) 
In order to investigate the average downwash changes , the pitching-moment 
characteristics of the model for one outboard tail configuration were 
measured with the tail set at four angles of incidence and with the tail 
removed . These data are presented i n f i gure 9 for several Mach numbers . 
The average downwash at the tai l was calculated from these data using the 
expression 
constant 
€ 
The downwash parameter (1 - d€/da) was then determined from plots of 
€ versus a . 
( 2) 
The relation between the total pitching-moment coefficients, 
pi tching-moment coefficients due to the tail , and the downwash parameter 
( 1 - d€/da) may be observed in figure 10 where these quantities are plot-
ted versus angle of attack . Data for the model with outboard tail in the 
l ow posi tion at spanwise station 0 .5 b/2 and with one wing fence are com-
pared wi th those for the model with the conventi onal sweptback tail con-
figurat i on usi ng four wing fences . The total pitching-moment coefficients 
fo r the tail- off condition are also presented as a guide to flow condi-
tions on the wing . The low- speed data of figure 10(a) indicate only small 
vari ations in the rate of change of pitchi ng-moment coefficient with angle 
of attack, Cma, for the tail- off condition and, as might therefore be 
expected, little change in the downwash parameter (1 - d€/da). At the 
hi gher Mach numbers, however, large increases in Cma occurred at moder-
ate to high angles of attack for the tail-off condition. It may be seen 
from figures 10(b), 10(c), and 10(d) that the longitudi nal stability 
characteristics of the configuration with outboard tail did not deterio-
rate because of compensating increases in the tail contribution to longi-
tudinal stability (see eq. (1)) originating from decreases in d€/da as 
evidenced in the plot of (1 - d€/da). In contrast, the conventional 
sweptback tail failed to compensate for the poor longitudinal stability 
characteristics of the wing-fuselage configuration because the required 
downwash changes did not occur. 
Theoretical estimates of the downwash at the tail at high angles of 
attack are not likely to be reliable because of the existence of separated 
flow on the wing. Such calculations based on an adaptation of the method 
of reference 6 gave poor results when based on a theoretical span load 
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distri bution and only somewhat better results based on estimated span 
load di stri butions allowing for the effects of flow separation on the 
wing. Since actual surface pressure data were not available for this 
wing, it is not possi ble to stat e whether satisfactory estimates of 
downwash coul d be made on the basis of such data . 
Effects of Changing Tail Size 
According to equation (1) the tail contribution to static longitu-
dinal stability is proportional to both tail area and (1 - dE/da) , neg-
lecting the changes in average downwash at the tail which must obviously 
result from changing the extent of the tail in a nonuniform downwash field. 
To investigate the effects of changi ng tail size, outboard horizontal 
tails having approximately the same plan form as the large outboard tail 
but with tail areas approximately three - fourths and one -half of the large 
tail were tested in the most favorable position established by the tests 
with the large tail. The pi tching-moment data obtained at several Mach 
numbers are presented i n figure 11 for the model with each of the three 
outboard tai l s and wi th no tail, together with similar data for the model 
with a conventi onal fuse l age-mounted tail . It should be noted that the 
area of the large outboard tail was 83 percent of the area of the con-
venti onal fuse lage -mounted tail . The data of figure 11 i ndicate that 
even with the smallest of the three outboard tails ( tail area 39 percent 
of that of the conventi onal tail) , the pitching-moment characteristi cs are 
as good as or better than those with the conventional f usel age -mounted 
tail . With the smallest outboard tail there was some trend toward longi -
tudinal instability i n the range of lift coefficients from 0 . 6 to 0.7 at 
Mach numbers of 0.86 and 0 . 90 , which did not occur for the l arger tails . 
Presumably thi s was due to the effective inboard di splacement of the tail 
as the tail span was reduced and could be remedied by changi ng the posi-
tion of the wi ng fence , by adding another fence, or by movi ng the tail 
farther outboard . 
I n f i gure 12 (CIDtail on - Cffitail Off)' derived from the data of 
figure 11, is p l otted as a funct i on of tail-volume coefficient Vt for 
various constant angles of attack . The pitching- moment coefficient due 
t o the tail i s i ndi cated to be very nearly a linear funct i on of tail-
volume coefficient which, for constant tail length , It, is directly pro -
portional to tail area . This means also that the tail contribution to 
stati c longitudinal stability [( dCm/ dC L) t] i s nearl y proportional 
w+f+t 
t o tail area . 
Most of the pitching-moment data for the model with the large out-
board tail have shown a rather large increase in longitudinal stability, 
beginning a t about th~ lift coefficient at which the longitudinal stability 
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of the wing- fuselage combination begi ns to decrease . For a constant 
value of dCm/dCL throughout the lift range , then, it is apparent that 
the large outboard tail overcompensated for the reduction of longitudinal 
stabil ity of the wing- fuse lage combination. I t may be seen in figure 11 
that one of the important effects of reducing tail area was to decrease 
this di fference between dCm/dCL at hi gh lift coefficients and that at 
low lift coefficients. The effect i s shown more clearly in figure 13 
where pitching-moment data for the large outboard tail configuration are 
shown for the moment center at both 0.25c and o.40c compared to similar 
data for the small tai l configuration with moment center at 0.25c. 
Summarizing the foregoing di scussi on, it is concluded that for a 
given positi on of the outboard horizontal tail, the degree of static 
longitudinal stability at lift coefficients above that for pitch insta-
bility of the wi ng was approximately a linear function of tai l size . The 
degree of stability in this high-lift range relati ve to that i n the low-
lift range could be adjusted by changing the horizontal- tai l size. To. 
the extent that these results can be generalized, it may be concluded that 
for any particular variations of (dCm/dC L). and of (1 - dE/d~) tall off 
with angle of attack, there is a tail- volume coefficient that will pro -
duce mi nimum change of ( dCm/dC L). wi th angl e of attack . tall on 
Lift , Drag, and Pitching-Moment Characteristics 
The lift, drag , and pitching-moment data for one outboard tail con-
figurat i on are presented i n f i gure 14 for the complete range of Mach num-
bers and Reynolds numbers . The l i ft and drag data are presented as a 
matter of interest only and have little s i gnificance in the present 
exploratory investigation. Within the range of angles of attack attained, 
the pitching-moment data show almost no unstable trends throughout the 
range of Mach numbers to 0. 92. I n fact , the only i nstance of any unstable 
trend of pitching-moment coefficients occurred at a lift coefficient of 
1.0 at a Mach number of 0 . 80. Reference to figure 9 wi ll show that thi s 
unstable trend did not occur with the tail set at more negative incidences. 
I t is pr obabl e that the unstable trend of pitching-moment coefficients 
was caused by decreasing lift-curve slope of the tailor perhaps even 
stalling of the tail. The use of a tail wi th a higher stall ing angle 
would probab ly eliminate all tendency toward longitudinal instability 
within the range of angles of attack of these tests . 
As has been discussed previ ously, the marked i ncrease i n 
stability at the higher lift coefficients indicates that this 
tail is larger than it should be to attain mi nimum change of 
throughout the angle-of-attack range. 
longitudinal 
horizontal 
dCm/dCL 
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Effects of Flaps 
All tests of the mode l with f laps were made at a Mach number of 0.25 
and a Reynolds number of 8 ,000,000. Lift and pi tching-moment data are 
presented in figure 15 for the model wi th and without extended split f laps 
of spans 0. 50 b/2 and 0.75 b/2 and with and without an outboard horizontal 
tail . From these data it was decided that f urther tests with flaps would 
be made using t he f lap havi ng a span of 0 . 50 b/2 because of the relatively 
small gain i n f lap effectiveness and large increase i n negative pi tchi ng 
moment for the tail- off condi t i on due to extending the flap to 0 .75 b/2 . 
The results of further tests with the large outboard tail in other posi-
t i ons and with the conventional sweptback tail are presented in figure 16 . 
The effects of rai s i ng the outboard horizontal ta~l from 2z/b = 0 to 
2z/b = 0 .15 are i ndicated to be unfavorable, but lateral displacement of 
the tail from 0. 5 b/2 to 0 . 4 b/2 caused no adverse effects . Generally, 
the pitchi ng-moment characterist ic s wi th the outboard horizontal tail are 
as good as or better than those with the conventional tail. 
Lift and p i tching-moment data for the model with the f l ap of span 
0 . 50 b /2 are presented in f i gure 17 for the model with three sizes of 
outboard tail and wi th no tail. I t i s evi dent that the tail area can be 
reduced apprec i ably below that of the large outboard tail while good 
pitchi ng-moment characteri stic s are still retained . 
In f i gure 18 , tne compl ete lift , drag, and p i tchi ng-moment data are 
presented fo r the model wi th a 0 . 50 b /2 f l ap , wi thout the outboard tai l 
and with the t ail at several angles of incidence . These pitch i ng-moment 
data were used to compute the downwash parameter (1 - d€/d~) whi ch, along 
with the total pi tchi ng-moment coefficients and p itching- moment coeffi -
c ients due to hori zontal tail are presented as f unctions of angle of 
attack in figure 19 . Data were not available for the model with the con-
venti onal tail at vari ous angles of incidence and therefore the parameter 
(1 - d€/d~) could not be calculated. I n general , the flap had no detri -
mental effects upon the pi tchi ng moment due to the horizontal tail for 
either the outboard tailor the conventional tail ( compare figs . 10(a) 
and 19). 
CONCLUSI ONS 
A horizontal- t ail arrangement has been investigated in which the 
tail surfaces are mounted on booms extending rearward from approximately 
the mi d- semi span of a sweptback wing. The princi pal objective is to , 
obtain a sweptback wi ng airplane configuration havi ng static longitudinal 
stability throughout a large lift range even though the wing itself tends 
to become unstable over part of the lift range. The airplane arrangement 
which results seems to offer a number of design advantages which tend to 
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offset the rather obvious structural disadvantages . Exploratory tests 
in the Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel to a Mach number of 0.92 enable 
the followi ng conclusions: 
1. Outboard horizontal tails, properly positioned , can be a very 
effective means of counteracting the trend toward longitudinal insta-
bility which is characteristic of many sweptback wings at moderate to 
high lift coefficients. For one configuration tested, undesirable vari-
ations in longitudinal stability with l i ft coefficient were essentially 
eliminated . 
2. Large and favorable changes in the rate of change of downwash 
with angle of attack occur behind the outer portions of a sweptback wing 
as the wing develops static longitudinal instability. No theory was found 
which could reasonably be applied to estimating these downwash changes. 
3. The effectiveness of the outboard tail in preventing static 
longitudinal instability was improved by lowering the tail from 0.15 b/2 
to 0 b/2 above the wing chord plane extended, or by moving the tail out-
board from 0.4 b/2 to 0.5 b /2, or by moving the tail farther aft. 
4 . Minor variations in the rate of change of pitching-moment coeffi -
cient with lift coefficient, which occurred for some positions of the out-
board tail , could be eliminated by the addition of a single fence to the 
wing . 'The range of accept~ble outboard" tail positi ons can thus be 
increased by the judicious use of wing fences. 
5 . For a given position of the outboard tail , the degree of static 
longitudinal stability at lift coefficients above that for pi tch insta-
bility of the wing was approximately a linear function of tail size . The 
degree of stability in this high- lift range relative to that in the low-
lift range could be adjusted by changing the tail size . To the extent 
that these results can be generalized , it may be concluded that for any 
particular variation of (dCm/dCL)t .1 and of (1 - dE/d~) with angle 
al off 
of attack, there is a tail-volume coefficient that will produce minimum 
change of (dCm/dC ) with angle of attack. L tail on 
6 . The outboard tails were effective in reducing adverse changes 
i n longitudinal stability of the configuration with an extended split 
flap. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif., Apr. 6 , 1956 
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TABLE 1.- GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL 
Wing 
Aspect ratio . . 
Taper ratio 
Sweepback, deg ••... .•...••. • 
Reference sections (normal to reference sweepline ) 
Root •. 0 • • • NACA 0014, a 0. 8 (modi f ied) c l _ l 
NACA 0011, a 0. 8 (modified) c l _ Tip l 
Area ( semi span model), sq ft .• _ .. 
Mean aerodynami c chord, ft •••••• 
I ncidence (measured i n the plane of symmetry), 
Flaps (20-percent extended from trailing edge) 
deg 
17 
6.03 
0.40 
45 .0 
0.4 
0.4 
5 . 857 
1.480 
3.0 
Span . . . 0 • • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 
Deflecti on (measured relative to the local chord 
i n p lanes parallel to the stream) , deg ..•• 
0.50 or 0.75 b/2 
Horizontal tails 
Airfoil (in streamwise direction) NACA 0004- 64 
Sweepback of c/2 line, deg •.••• 
Aspect ratio 
Lar ge 0 • 0 _ • 0 _ • 
Medium •. 
Small 
Taper ratio 
Large 
Medium • • . 
Small . . . . . . . . 0 • 
Span ( semispan model), ft 
Large 
Medium . . . . . . . 
Small • . • . . . • 
Area (semispan model), sq ft 
Large . . • • • . 
Medi l..IDl • • • • • • • 
Small 
Tail- volume coefficient 
Large 
At 0.4 b/2 
At 0.5 b/2 
Medium, at 0.5 b/2 . 
0.301 or 
Small, at 0.5 b/2 • . . • . • . • • . 
o 
4.00 
4 .00 
3 . 36 
0 · 33 
0 · 33 
0 . 41 
1 .868 
1. 628 
1.176 
0 .872 
0. 663 
0 . 412 
0 .346 
0.388 
0 .295 
0.184 
Tail heights (measured from the plane of the wing 
root chord and l eading edge) 2z/b o or 0 . 15 
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TABLE 1.- GEOMETRIC PROPERTI TIES OF THE MODEL - Concluded 
Fuselage 
Fineness ratio . . . • 
Frontal area, sq ft 
Coordinates : 
Distance from 
nose , in. 
o 
1.27 
2.54 
5.08 
10 .16 
20·31 
30.47 
39 . 44 
50 .00 
60 .00 
70 .00 
76 .00 
82.00 
88 .00 
94 .00 
100 .00 
106.00 
126.00 
Radius, 
in. 
o 
1.04 
1.5.7 
2·35 
3.36 
4.44 
4.90 
5.00 
5·00 
5.00 
5.00 
4.96 
4.83 
4.61 
4.27 
3·77 
3·03 
o 
12.6 
0.273 
Notes : 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
Wing sections perpendicular to the sweep axis 
have NACA OOXX thickness distributions combined 
with an NACA a' 0.8 (modified) mean line, 
eli' 0.4. 
Horizontal tail sections have NACA 0004-64 
thickness distributions parallel to the stream. 
All dimensions are In inches. 
Flap ~Sweep axis 
/ and c-2 line 
-
Cf4 
52/" /;/4- I - (~! 1-------
.____Large toil shown 
(See Table I for 
'<t 
d iii tl) 
dimensions of tails) 
~---------70.42---
126.00,-" ----
(a) Dimensions. 
Figure 1.- Geometry of the model. 
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Boom 
0.20c I l 1.15 inches Fairing 
~~--~~--~----~~---L __ 
4 .00 inches 
Wing 
Win g- boom juncture 
0.04c 
O.,OJ 
Fence of the present investiga tion 
30°J.. 
/ 0 .04c 
__ ----~1L-------------____________________ ~J~ __ 
-------rt ---------------J O.OBc 
--~---------- - f 
Fence of the comparative data from reference 
(b) Wing-boom juncture and wing- fence details . 
Figure 1. - Continued. 
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A-20803 
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Figure 2.- Photographs of the model in the wind tunnel. 
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Figure 3.- A comparison of the pitching-moment characteristics of the model with a conventional 
sweptback tail and with the large outboard tail in the low position at 0.5 b/2j it = _60 . 
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( a) Effects of changing vertical position of horizontal tail . 
Figure 4.- The effects of changes i n horizontal- tail position on the pitching-moment character-
istics of the model j i t = _60 . 
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(b ) Effects of changing longitudinal position of horizontal tail. 
Figure 4.- Continued . 
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Figure 4. - Concluded. 
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Figure 7.- A comparison of the effects of wing fences on the pitching-moment characteristics of 
the model for two heights of the large outboard tail at 0 . 5 b/2; it = _6° . 
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Figure 8 . - A comparison of the effects of wing fences on the pitching-moment characteristics of 
the model for two lateral positions of the large outboard tailj it = _60 • 
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Figure 9.- The pitching-moment characteristics of the model with the large outboard tail at 
several incidences; tail in low position at 0.5 b/2. 
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Figure 10 . - Concluded. 
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Figure 11.- Concluded. 
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tail as a f uncti on of tail- vo lume coeffici ent; tail s in l ow position at 
0 . 5 b/ 2; i t = _60 • 
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Figure 12.- Concluded . 
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Figure 13.- A compari son of the changes i n pi tchi ng-moment charact eristics resulting from rear-
ward movement of the moment center and from a reduction of tail sizej tails at 0.5 b/ 2j 
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Figure 13.- Concluded. 
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Figure 14.- The effects of Mach number on the lift, drag , and pitching-moment characteristics of 
the model with the large outboard tail mounted in low position at 0.5 b/2; it = _6° 
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Figure 14.- Continued. 
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Figure 15.- The effects of flaps on the lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the model with 
and without the large outboard horizontal tail in low position at 0.5 b/2j M = 0.25, 
R = B,ooo,oOO, it = _6° . 
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Figure 16.- The effects of tail position on the lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the ~ 
model with flaps deflected; M = 0.25, R = 8 ,000,000, it = _6° . ~ 
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-Figure 17.- The effects of tail size on the lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the model 
with flaps deflected; tails in low position at 0. 5 b/2; it = _6°, M = 0.25, R = 8, 000,000. 
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Figure 18 .- The longitudinal characteristics of the model with large outboard tail at several 
incidences; tail in low positi on at 0.5 b/2; flaps deflected; M = 0.25, R = 8 ,000,000. 
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Figure 19 .- The vari ations with angl e of attack of total pi tchi ng-moment coeffi ci ent , pitchi ng-
moment coefficient due to horizontal tai l , and downwash parameter for the model with a large 
outboard tail i n low positi on at 0. 5 b / 2 and with a conventi onal sweptback t a i l; flaps 
deflected; M = 0. 25 , R = 8,000,000, it = _60 • 
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